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DAS-72.1 MKIII
Digital Amplifier + Setpoint Controller

Applications: The DAS performs static or semi-dynamic measurements in hostile, industrial environments where
Reliability and security are of major importance. The DAS provides both digital and analog data from weighing and
measuring operations based on load cells. In addition dual, programmable logic input and output permit various
remote operations. Set-up and calibration is made extremely simple, i.e. the DAS is designed to enable field
calibration direct from a known load cell sensitivity. The DAS communicate via the 20mA current output, the logic I/Os
and a full duplex RS422/485 interface port. All facilities are standard.

Simple & easy configuring
Straight forward set-up and cal.
procedure via the faceplate or to
be downloaded from any PC.

Fail safe
Load cell wiring defects, power- or
watch dog errors are detected for
safety applications as TÜV approval.

Electrically robust
AC load cell supply offers superior
EMC- and EMF performance. The
isolated logic I/O´s and power
supply withstand excessive actions.

Functionality options
The DAS is compatible with a
selection of Add-on boards to
fit underneath the basic DAS.

Extremely stable
The amplifier permit live range down
to a few percent of the load cells
rating and virtually no zero drift.

No weights required
Perform direct calibration from the
known load cell (mV/V) sensitivity.

Signal filter
The LP input filter and the ‘jump’
function can be set to meet most
requirements to speed.

Triple output sources
The display, the analog current
output and the full duplex interface
provide the results to any receiver.

Triple logic in- and outputs
Isolated input for remote operations
of zero and tare. The relay outputs
e.g. as set-points or error output

A/D-Conversion rate: up to 2400 conversions sec. 
                                       ±260.000 increments

Installation options:
Fit into a small IP65 plastic cabinet with transparent lid,
 or turned into a DIN43700, 138*68mm panel meter.
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         CE approval in accordance with both 73/23/EEC, 93/98/EEC and 89/336/EEC
Certificate of approval pending: 90/384/EEC Class III. Tested in accordance with EN45.501 10000 d
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Specifications
Load cell input range:  ±16 mV DC equivalent to ±3,2 mV/V. Sense wire input available.
Load cell excitation: Drive capability 4*350 ohm load cells, at 5VDC supply
Input LP filters: Adjustable  filters via keyboard and via ASCII commands: 

Filtering in combination with update rate from 600 to 1 updates/sec.
Step-input capability: By-pass second filter if step-changes above the defined value.
Display at normal mode: Units as defined from –99999 up to 99999, decimal points and incr./unit as set up.
Display at alternative mode: The load cell input –999.9 up to 2599.9 mV/V or the current output 0-20.000mA.
Display composition: 5 characters, green LEDs 10,2mm and 6 lamps: Net, Rel.1 and/or Rel.2 active.
Analog output: 4-20mA; 0-21mA or 0-10.5V; Adjustable reference output 2-20mA is available.

1µA  (20000 increments) resolution at 600 updates per sec.

Digital I/O: Data comm.: RS485 or RS422 full duplex. 9,6 /19,2 /38,4 /57.6/115,2 k Baud.
Output update rate: Selectable rate from 600 to 50 updates/sec
Protocol: Auto transmit or get results. Up to 156 nodes may be addressed at RS485/422

Relay outputs: 3 each with change over contacts, adjustable positive/negative hysteresis.
1A/45Vdc or ac; 500MW/600Vdc 

Logic input: 3 isolated, as remote set zero- and tare commands or programmable.
Power supply: Isolated: 10-30VDC, <3Watt. Reversed and excess voltage protected.
Linearity: <0,005% as worst case, as deviation from a straight line between zero and max.
Resolution: Input: »0,2µV input change/increment
A/D-Conversion rate: Up to 2400 conv./sec. ±260.000 increments

Influences: Zero: ±10 ppm/°C; Span: ±20 ppm/°C of Full scale.
Temperature range: Compensated: -10°C/+50°C Storage: -20°C/+60°C
Safety measures: Error messages occur if input faults, low power or watch dog time-out.
Basic unit size: Single PC Board with chassis: 135*66*18 full metal shielded, IP40.
Wiring terminals: 4*6 pos., 5mm pitch, 35o ang. 0.14-2,5mm2 wires (Phoenix SMKDSP1,5)
Mounting, std.: Dual TS35 -clips is provided. Permit standard TS35mm DIN-rail mounting.

Accessories, optional

Enclosures: A number of metal or plastic enclosures are available, all IP65 proof.
Panel mount: A face plate make the DAS to fit a DIN43700 panel cut out, 138*68mm. 
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RS422/485 addressable 
communication to PC 

4-20mA or 0-10Vdc analog 
communication to PLC or like
3 Relay outputs to PLC’s or like
3 programmable inputs from PLC’s

All as  standard part of DAS72.1 MKIII
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Logic Input:  where these 3 inputs besides the standard 
functions also can be used for setting a range of other use fulls functions such as:
Remote zero, remote tare, Trigger average function, Display average value, Display Peak, 
Display peak to Peak, clear Peak, Trigger hold function.

NEW interesting options in version 4.34 

Analogue Output:
The base for this can now be sat in 8 different modes based on the following 
parameters:
Gros weight
Net weight
Peak high value
Average value
Hold function
Peak to Peak
Valley ( low peak )
Display value

 New interesting options in version 4.34
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